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Downtown Books and Beans 

"Good Reading and Better Coffee"

If you are looking for a book with which to pass some leisure time, you can

certainly find one at this wonderful little store. Although the store is small,

the inventory is not. You can find used titles from every genre. The aroma

of freshly brewed coffee, espresso, and cappuccino permeates the air and

you can enjoy a cup with your book.

 +1 505 243 4492  109 8th Street Northwest, Albuquerque NM
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Treasure House Books & Gifts 

"Charming Local Bookstore"

Treasure House Books & Gifts is a charming shop known for its impressive

selection of books about New Mexico or by local writers. From regional

cookbooks to mystery novels set in Albuquerque to local history books,

this bookstore has it all. The collection also contains general books, such

as dramas and children's books. There is also an impressive collection of

CDs, music, and local souvenirs. Treasure House Books & Gifts even holds

events, such as author readings.

 +1 505 242 7204  treasurehousebooks.net/  treasurehousebooks68@g

mail.com

 2012 S Plaza Street

Northwest, Albuquerque NM
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Charley's 33's & CD's 

"Caters to the Old School"

In the midst of today's digital revolution, it is rare and refreshing to still be

able to find 33's and cassettes. The excellent selection makes it unlikely

that you'll leave the store without an album you've been hankering after in

hand. Charley's 33's and CD's is more than just a record store, however;

they also carry patches, stickers, t-shirts, posters, music equipment and

vintage clothing. The free customer appreciation cards are well worth

accepting if you find a lot of things you fancy or if you intend to shop here

more than once: when you buy ten used CDs or tapes, you get one free.

 +1 505 296 3685  7602 Menaul Boulevard Northeast, (cross-street

Pennsylvania Street Northeast), Albuquerque NM

 by EliFrancis   

Bookworks 

"Books & the Works"

Bookworks is a bookstore with an excellent selection, but it is also much,

much more. Somehow this small independent store manages to sell

almost anything you might be after, while remaining cozy and

manageable. There are quality notebooks, calendars, diaries, day

planners, cards, magazines, fridge magnets, mugs and humorous gifts. A

unique selection of CDs are stocked, and concert tickets may be

purchased in advance here, often cheaper than at the door. Both famous

and unknown authors regularly hold readings, signings and question and

answer sessions. A fire burns in the fireplace throughout the winter and
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store encourages the visitor to linger and browse.

 +1 505 344 8139  www.bkwrks.com  events@bkwrks.com  4022 Rio Grande Boulevard

Northwest, Albuquerque NM
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